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Editorially Speaking
We welcome you to the pages of our Spring issue with the long
awaited announcement of the winners of our literary contest. Let us preface this announcement with the fact that so very many entries were
submitted in each area of poetry, short story, and essay that we were
doubtful for a while that we could select one best entry in any field.
In order to justify the tremendous response to our conte t, we have
chosen just one best entry in each of the above mentioned field . In
addition, we will print all other printable material in succeeding issues.
We did not feel that it was right simply to dismiss all the other good
material with an honorable mention. We hope thi arrangement will
satisfy all people concerned. You will no doubt be interested to know
that the total amount of material received in all fields was in exce s of
one hundred and twenty-five pieces or eparate entries.
The winners of the '63 Carroll Quarterly literary contest are:
The Best Poem: exhibiting best use of metrics and sound, The Train,
by Mr. Rampe,
The Best Short Story: exhibiting original style on a seasonal theme,
A Cup of Clay, by Mr. Lautermilch,
The Best Essay: exhibiting an original style of intelligibility on a novel
by Graham Greene, The Priesthood of Pinkie Brown,
by Mr. King,
May we, at this time, also extend our gratitude to Dr. MacEachen,
Miss Holly, Miss Novak, and Miss Runde!, members of the faculty, who
with their other work have found time to submit material for publication.
The present issue holds varied topics of thought in addition to those
mentioned above as contest winners. Among those which are not contest entries, you will find an explication of Antigone, the Spring play
to be enacted by the Little Theater Society April sixth and seventh.
Mr. Columbi of our staff has taken the opportunity to write a
memorial tribute to Charles Laughton.
Our readers, we are sure, will find the short story, The Man Who
Kept Things, of definite interest.
Miss Novak presents a discussion of poetry with a special poet in
mind. This piece is topical because it presents a view of Campion and
his poetry which is interesting and places stress on a minor poet.
AU the members of the current staff wish to thank the numerous
people who have contributed suggestions which were a decided im-

provement for eXJstmg policy. As always, we encourage your criticism
since it is a demonstration of interest from our devoted readers.
We are now accepting contributions in new material for our final
issue. We would appreciate it if all material reached our offices before
April 10, 1963 . In this way, we will be able to set publication for the
final issue around the end of April or the beginning of May.
All contributions still not used by that time will be a part of next
year's collection of material.
Michael E . Kilarsky
Editor-in-Chief

Laughton
C. A. COLOMB!, JR.
The depletion of civilization continues daily, and many inconsequential deaths occur. For an important artist to pass on, however, and
to have his death go relatively unnoticed by major publications is the
primary motivation for this article.
How important was Charles Laughton? I am sure that the majority
of Western civilization was acquainted with his figure on the screen; the
balding, be-paunched old man, jolly or mean as the script demanded, or
the personification of tyranny, or the bite of poverty and wretchedness,
or the magnificence of kingliness.
He was equally at home on the stage and in readings-more so
after "e caping" Hollywood and learning pacing of his res urces for the
stage, a control which every actor must learn when moving from camera into the direct range of a live audience.
Actor-yes, that is the term with which we describe Charles Laughton. Let us strip the term of its connotations, though, for there is greatness to be gained in the profession of the actor.
"Actor" does not mean he who is hollow and rootless, immoral and
tubercular, uncaring and unfeeling; yet this stereotype persists in the
public image. The portrayal and interpretation of great roles, such as
Shakespeare's Lear on the English stage, and of cogent and well-selected
readings preclude any hollowness in Mr. Laughton, for surely such playing demands depth. As to rootlessness, no actor can escape living out of
a suitcase most of the time in this profession, but at the risk of being
platitudinous, "horne is where the heart is."
Only God and Mr. Laughton know whether or not the actor himself was a moral person, but he never lowered himself to the publicity
stunt of six wives in as many years, and the long list of his performances
for, and contributions to, charity is very creditable. His size and health
opposed the characteristic attitude that the great artist is slender, tubercular, and wasting away in a two-room cold water flat, though Mr.
Laughton knew suffering and died under the weight of a disease most
hated and feared by man today-incurable cancer.
It is also easy to say that any performing artist has such an insipid
personality as to be uncaring and unfeeling by nature; to plumb the
depths of a role as Mr. Laughton was able, however, implies, as it does
of any good actor, a great deal of sensitivity- something that the reader will neither understand nor agree with unless he has worked hard on
a stage.

Charles Laughton was an artist in the true sense of the word-not
merely one who sought beauty, for this is the province of all men, but
7

one who desired it so intensely that be created it, even in the cold world
of celluloid; Charles Laughton has taken his place along with the Chaplins, Garbos and Tracys of the art, in an indestructible archives-the
heart of those who have witnessed his creativity, and of those who shall.
It is impossible to put on paper just what Charles Laughton was to
the world of performing art-nor is it in any way sufficient to recognize
the passing of one so great an artist as humbly as this. It is with a sense
of deep Joss that the writer bas attempted the above, and with the realization that those statements about Mr. Laughton's art which are the most
eloquent, and which do no disservice to the memory of him, are the
films in which be appeared. He was one of the founding members of a
great art form; bis influence will long be felt in all of the performing
arts. This is the greatest legacy of Charles Laughton, one of the actors
of our time who wa a true artist, and one who will be fondly remembered.
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The Hollywood Bible
DOUGALD B. MacEACHEN
Eden is a nudist camp;
Primeval Eve becomes a vamp.
Of Ten Commandments one's enough
A vast spectacular to stuff.
King David was a man who m et
A sleek Bathsheba in the wet,
And Joseph traveled pretty far
To snub the wife of Potiphar.
The case of Samson's very simple,
He fell for gals who had a dimple.
Solomon's wisdom's quite forgotten:
H e dressed his wives in skimpy cotton.
The Bible's a huge girlie show,
As now all moviegoers know.
Of course it has some muscle men,
Whose strength is as th e strength of ten,
Mobs and battles by the score,
And rivers flowing red with gore.
The Book of God in Film/and means
Pretty starlets, violent scenes.
Today we've "Sodom and Gomorrah"But wait and see what gives tomorrow!
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PRIZE POEM ...

Travelogue of a Train
PAUL A. RAMPE
Lights flash green. Airbrakes, hiss release.
Sleek train, start through terminals where dark is black.
Slowly depress the boardwalk-snuggled track.
Follow blinkers that guide tough trains.
Rumble under concrete boughs in sooty lanes.
Then charge, ll/ue Ribbon, out to meet the shy, gray sky.
Throw thunder to the pigeons and the people and the trucks
And the trains and the dirt.
Let your iron wheels clatter and your straight track spark.
Hear the greeting of the mighty and th e muddy of your brothers
By the steeples and the torches of the factories.
Pass the smoky hills of coal. Pass the blazing mills of steel.
Pass a boy. Pass a friend. Make your brass bell peal.
Span a bridge across a bridge; cross a river and a highway.
Shake narrow streets the "Black Dukes" roam
And shake the cinder-covered snow.
Salute good houses trimmed in dirty paint
And buffeted oil drums and men.
Bank and bend.
Make the hard snow blur and the line-posts whisper.
Race over rusty rails from the land of green rivers.
And dry, stubborn, brown grass.
Let your light join steady stars in shining seasoned track
And "h ighball" on this hot, high iron through the night.
Pour your diesel power through flat farm fences.
And blow printed posters on shadowed poles.
Know where your destiny and why
And ride strong and proud to ward the misty, morning sky.
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PRIZE STORY

A Cup of Clay
STEVEN J. LAUTERMILCH
Eyes fixed on hands in vacant stare, Simon swirled the deep dark
liquid in the clay-gray cup before him.
As if things apart, the two hands slowly rotated the earthenware
vessel. They were hard hands, ugly hands: the hands of one practiced
and tired in the work of life, good and evil. They were dirty hands,
calloused hands. They were hated hands.
Simon's stare shifted to the cup. It was a dirty grey cup, the color
of clay baked. Its outside was chipped and gouged, and the dirt of previous hands clung in scratches. The inside surface showed the futile
efforts of the barkeeper, little else. The grime of old wine, evaporated,
covered the rim of the cup and extended down to the level of the liquid.
It was fitting that such a cup should be held by such hands.
Simon did not bother to put the cup to his lips to sip its taste. He
knew the taste of diluted, cheap wine that was defiled with impurities.
An inward grimace contorted his mind, its only external reflection the
curved hint of a sneer on his lips. In disgust he drained the cup. He had
filled his cup: he drank it.
The mists of memory swirled and vanished; scenes flashed through
his mind. Long ago; then again, not so long ago. It was only three years
past. Simon remembered .
The rich young man they had named him, and the phrase had fit
Simon well. All his friends-he liked to believe they were his friendshad called him that, and Simon had done little to lessen the title's popularity. The rich young man. The sound of those three words had
pleased Simon.
And they should have. The future had lain at his feet for the mere
walking. And the present? That had been his without the asking.
The son of one of the richest men in Judea, Simon had enjoyed
every convenience and opportunity that could have been accorded to
or desired by a young man of twenty-one. The promise of inheriting
his father's vast estates with their untold dependencies had shone bright
before his eyes. Simon had had only to live, and live well, till the day
dawned for his call to command.
Simon looked down at his fingers. It was hard to see in them the
resemblance of things past. Yet Simon almost could peer beyond their
grime and dirt and picture them as they were those five years ago. Long,
slender they had been, and pure and white: the fingers of an artist. His
paintings had prophecied excellence.
It had been that simple. The future had promised only more of
the past: study at Rome under the masters during the winters, vacationtime freedom during the summers, eventually a brilliant career. Yet it
was during one of those vacations that he had met Him, that he had
talked with Him. And it was during the next year that all had changed.
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That conversation Simon had never been able to forget: again the
multi-colored fragments of the day shattered into bold pattern on the
kaleidoscope of his mind.
It had been August then, and hot. Simon was standing near a
stream that bubbled by the bottom of a small knoll. At the crest of the
hill stood the One called the Christ. A rather large crowd had gathered
about Him, and He had been talking with different members of it for
some time now.
This was not the first time Simon had listened to the Man. The
previous summer, while vacationing in Galilee, Simon had happened to
be walking along the shore of Lake Genesareth one day, when he had
seen a lone Man , robed in white, preaching to a group of people from
an empty boat lying just off shore.
When He had fini hed preaching, the One in White had told the
master of the ship to set sail for the middle of the lake and there cast
nets. Simon had seen the protests of the ship's captain, but soon the
boat had sailed for the spot indicated. When the ship had returned, the
hold had been bursting with fish.
Simon had inched clo er. All he had heard were the words: "Come,
follow me. I will make you fishers of men." Then the Man in White,
together with the fishermen, had left.
The invitation had intrigued Simon: he had followed the Christ and
his apostles the entire summer. And now, standing there at the foot of
the hill beside the stream, Simon suddenly felt the time had come to
approach the Master and put in words the question that had so long been
plaguing his mind. Simon made his way through the crowd to the top
of the hill. He faced the Christ.
"Good Master, what shall I do to gain eternal life?"
There. The question mark that had haunted his mind had been
frozen in reality.
The Man did not answer Simon's question at once. "Why do you
call me good?" He said first. "One is good: God."
Only after this had been said, did the Robed One come to the answer. Turning to Simon, He replied, "You know the commandments:
Thou shalt not kill; Thou shalt not commit adultery; Thou shalt not
steal; Thou shalt not bear false witness; Honor thy father and mother."
"Master, these I have kept since childhood," was Simon's reply.
Silence.
The Man looked Simon deep. Simon could almost feel the probing,
the searching of His eyes. The Man spoke finally, slowly.
"You lack one thing," He said.
Again there was silence. Again Simon could feel the seeking, the
inquiring of the eyes of the Christ. The Master continued.
"If you will be perfect, go, sell all you have, give it to the poor.
And come, follow me."
The words struck hard. Simon's head dropped to his chest. He
turned, walked away, off into the dust and the heat.
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As Simon had stumbled away, the Man had said, "With what difficulty will they who trust in riches enter the kingdom of God!" This
Simon had heard.
But what he had not heard had been the Man's reply to the question "Who then can be saved?" For the Christ had answered, "With
God all things are possible."
Simon motioned: again his hands cradled a full cup. Simon swirled
the deep purple of the liquid into a thousand tiny washes and backwashes, studying it intently.
He seemed to be trying to memorize the intricate eddies and currents of the wine as it swirled about inside the cup. Up and down, back
and forth again t the sides of the vessel the wine curled, twisted, curved.
It seemed life itself: ever changing, ever moving. Never did the pattern
repeat itself or re-occur: the old was ever conquered and destroyed by
the new.
So it had been after the conversation.
It had not all happened at once; but slowly, almost imperceptibly,
like the proverbial water drop on stone, the young man had aged; the
rich had become the poor.
Simon stared closer at the liquid mirror he held. A nightmare of
continual distortion and contortion shimmied back: now a greasy rna s
of filthy black hair; now a Jeering eye; now a livid scar searing diagonally across forehead and cheek; now thin, sneer-tight lips; now the dirty
stubble of a three-day thick beard.
No: it had not all happened at once; but the outcome had been as
decisive. He, Simon, the rich young mao, the one with the future at his
feet, the one whom nothing but promise awaited- he had become a
common drunkard.
Suddenly Simon's hand swept up the cup and dashed it against the
wall. The wine left an ugly smear as it splattered and dripped to the
wall.
Simon stared down at the hard rough wood of the table. Even it
reflected his past: gouged, cheap, fruitless.
His father had died first; but then had come, instead of vast estates,
only hidden debts and long-due taxes. Still Simon had not given up. He
had struggled, and struggled hard, long. But to no avail. The debts had
grown; the taxes multiplied. Three years of the hardest toil and labor
his life had known had brought Simon only the empty laugh of despair.
The young man had aged much in three short years: the rich man
had become penniless in three short years-why not make the change
in role complete? Simon had.
And now? April, three years later? Simon's answer to the question
consisted in a nod to the barkeeper and a full cup. He drained it with
a single gulp.
He stared down at the clay vessel: empty, hollow, dirty with the
scum of old wine.
Could he change? Could be start again? Painting still Jay in the
13

offing: even now it was his only source of income. Should he turn serious artist, even the past promised revival, renewal.
His head fell to the table. He bad tried to stop this life before:
never.
There was a shout outside, and the thud of a body falling. Then
the sound of a Ia h against flesh, and the screams of crying women. For
a second eternal there was silence: majestic in its misery. Then again
the shouting, the lashing, the screaming, the crying.
Simon stumbled to his feet, shuffled over to the door. The tumult
of a mob met his eyes. It bad been moving down the narrow street away
from town and had stopped in front of the bar. Simon pawed his way
through the crowd to its front. The sight before him broke his frame in
a shudder.
There, before him, almost at hi feet, Jay a huddled mass of bleeding flesh. A robe of red clad the writhing figure, and a twisted crown of
thorns clawed at its head. Down upon its tortured back crushed the cutting weight of a cross.
Suddenly the iron grip of Roman guards tore at Simon's shoulder.
Simon reeled back. Steel fingers ground into his flesh, pitched him forward. Calloused hands thru t cro s toward callou ed hands. Simon staggered to balance, swung wildly in defiance.
Then met eyes.
And there, in the fissioned second of a glance, the sword called
time stood sheathed. Eyes read eyes; glance took in glance.
August then, and hot. Standing near a stream bubbling by the bottom of a small knoll. At the crest the Christ. "Good Master, what shall
I do?" "One is good: God." "Come, follow me."
Resistance ceased. Simon stepped forward, took up the cross. The
time had come for the following.
Nothing was lacking, now.
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PRIZE ESSAY .

The Priesthood of
Pinkie Brown
JAMES W. KING
Pinkie of Brighton Rock is the first, and perhaps the most terrifying, of Graham Greene's demonical heroes. In him Greene presented a
mon ter intent on destroying himself and any sensibilities for good that
he possessed. Pinkie is already spiritually dead when we meet him; his
further descent is sketched in terms of ab olute horror. Death-a
spiritual and physical one-is the only possession that he really owns
and can correctly bestow. In his portrayal of Pinkie, Greene created a
"spoiled prie t," and through a study of this imagry some valid observations can be made concerning thi novel.
The book was first cia sified by Greene as "entertainment"; he
now ranks it as one of his five major novels. It is the story of Pinkie's
escapades into evil, but the plot revolves around a woman's su picions
about the death of a comparative stranger. Her curiosity and sub equent
investigation form the core of the plot. The story line is not a dominating
aspect in the presentation; the interest of the reader is centered on the
chilling p ychological analysis of the Boy. Greene had said that the
suspense story is the only true novel form because we live in an age of
violence and the detective story delineates violence and so acts as a
catharsis for violence. In Greene, physical danger represents spiritual
danger. Thus character portrayal and plot are united in this book to
study the development of evil in the soul of a young man.
Poverty may have been the initial pushing force, but the sacerdotal
ordinations to evil was the "Saturday night exercise." Here Pinkie found
his vocation of pure hate. Although gradual it was nevertheless a solidly
formulated realization of a calling. One of Pinkie's earliest memories
concerns a certain Anne Collins.
"She went to the same school as I did," the Boy said . . . . "She put her
head on the line," he said, "up towards Hassocks. She had to wait ten minutes for the
seven-five. Fog made it late from Victoria. Cutoff her head. She was fifteen. She
was going to have a baby and she knew what it was like. She'd had one two years
before, and they could 'ave pinned it on twelve boys."

He even tells Dallow:
He said in a low voice: "When I was a kid, I swore I'd be a priest."
"A priest? You a priest? That's good," Dallow said. He laughed without
conviction, shifted his foot uneasily, so that it trod in a dog's ordure.
"What's wrong with
They keep away"-his whole
weep; he beat out wildly with
two-valve, Marrii!d Lolli!, the

being a priest?" the Boy said. "They know what's what.
mouth a nd jaw looseneu; he might have been going to
his hands towards the window: Woman Found Drowned.
horror-"&om this."
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Continually Greene develops the imagery of prie tly calling or vocation:
the frequent references to the sacred hands, the constant usage of the
capital in referring to Pinkie-the Boy, the rel atio nship of the Boy to
the gang (the Christ Child among the elders), and the preoccupation of
the aut hor with Pinkie's inverted attitude on evangel ical cha tity.
To the corrupt Drewitt, Pin kie is a fat her confessor:
" ! want to tell you things. Pinkie, l want"-thc literary phrase came
glibly out-"to unburden myself."

Drewitt sees the evil that pervades the Boy's exi tence. He recognizes
it in himself and feels that in confessing to one infinitely more horrible
th an him elf he can find remission, forgiveness, and perhaps mercy for
hi s offenses. Although Fred and Spicer are unsavory indi vid ual , their
treachery cannot arrive at any kinship with that of the Boy's; they do
not have a specifically conceived mission of willing evil to others. Ida's
relationship to Pinkie is not the most important, but it is certainly the
most curious in the entire book (she is exceptiona ll y ak in to the Lieutenant of The Power and the Glory) , According to Greene's theology Id a
should be condemned, yet the book leaves her position deliberately undecided. Her complete lack of innocence which should merit her destruction is her greatest saving point and the most compelling aspect of her
personality.
She ci rculated the dregs of the cheap port in her glass and remarked to no
one in particular: " It's a good life." There was nothing with which she didn't claim
kinship: the advertising mirror behind the barman's back flashed her own image at
her ; the beach girls went giggli ng across the parade; the gong beat on the steamer for
Boulognc-it was a good life. Only the darkness in which the Boy walked . .. was
a lien to her: she had no pity for something she didn't understand.

In antithesis to Id a's often sentimental sensuality, the Boy's almost ascetic attitude and virginity stand out in marked contras t. Pinkie's damnation originates from the point where his salvation might have begun.
Rose is innocence. Greene paints her in such melancholic tones of
bl ack and grey that the reader's sympathy, like Ida's is with her constantly.
he didn't even know the name of a drink. In Nelson Place from which
she had emerged like a mole into the dayl ight of Snow 's restaurant and the Palace
Pier, she had never known a boy with enough money to offer her a drink. She would
have said "beer" but she had no opportunity of discovering whether she liked beer . A
twopenny icc from an Everest tricycle was the whole extent of her knowledge of luxury.

Pinkie thinks of her as an ugly little "polon y." His only reason for the
marriage is self-protection: Rose's knowledge could ruin him and his
ministry. Both are at an abyss in their relationship. The Boy's eschatological beliefs cannot include a heaven; Rose's cannot exclude one:
"But you bel ieve, don't you," Rose implored him, " you think it's true?"
"Of course it's true," the Boy said . " What else could there be?" he went
scornfull y on. "Why," he sa id, " it's the only thing that fits. These aetheists, they don 't
know nothing. Of course there's Hell. Flames and damnation," he sa id with his eyes
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on the dark shifting water and the lightning and the lamps going out above the
black struts . . . " torments."
" And heaven too." Rose said with anxiety
"Oh, maybe," the Boy sa id , " ma)'bc."

Greene is saying that in Rose's sin there was at least Jove. Rose loves
Pinkie with the ardor that only a truly innocent person can love evil.
This is her hamartia and the cause of her tragedy. The misery of the
grotesque ending is her's alone; tragedy can come only to an individual
who possesses some good.
Another contemporary British novelist, Elizabeth Bowen, has suggested in A Death of the Heart that innocence is the most destructive
force in the universe. Pinkie's confrontation with Rose's innocence is his
final agony. Through her, virtue enters the Boy's warped soul: the rite
of sex allows the sentiments of good to come into his heart. From that
moment the inner core of evil seeks to destroy him. He has willingly revoked his priestly dedication; his previous philosophy of sex as the basest
faculty of the human spirit has been mollified considerably. Priesthood
was to Pinkie a means of escape from that which he feared the most. He
makes his consecration to virginity for precisely the wrong reasons. In
the Christian schema, evangelical chastity is a means of offering to God
a gift of the human potential for reproduction. It is not the rejection of
an evil entity, but, the putting aside of a good thing to offer God a better
one. The Boy feels that sex is an intrinsically evil thing; he cannot see
that what he advocates is the real evil. His initial conditioning (seeing
his parents perform the marital act while a young boy) has drawn up a
terrible resentment in his ego. It is purely an animalistic act which he
must avoid at all cost. His career in depravity begins at tnis juncture and
increases until the marriage. When he surrenders himself to Rose, his
nature for the first time comes into contact with a good and accepts it.
This is the climax of the novel. Beforehand the Boy could not have been
condemned since be did not know goodness; his "maybe" has become a
"yes." Afterwards, he decides to live in the malign condition in which
he now knows himself. His affirmation turns to a final denial; he must
merit eternal punishment. It has been said that Greene is a Jansenist
subjectively and condemns all his heroes anyway although he may seem
to redeem them objectively. This is not true. Scobie and the whiskey
priest are no better than they should be. Pinkie is also a victim of environment until his relationship with Rose. After that, a lack of reconciliation must be the condemning factor. If there is any tragedy to Pinkie's
existence, it is the misfortune of one who cannot love or ever merit
salvation. Pinkie has to look down to see up.
No living writer can give an image or metaphor more distasteful
than Greene. In this instance he wants to show us the ugliness of the
Boy's soul. Perhaps his imagery is too repetitive and overwhelming,
but the priestly dedication of the Boy is pictured with a hardness seldom
matched in modern fiction. The book lacks the precise implications of
The Heart of the Matter and the pulsating drive of The Power and th e
Glory, but in his presentation of the Boy's "priesthood" Greene has drawn
evil in its most uncompromising terms.
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Passacaglia
STEVEN J. LAUTERMILCH
A match
flickering in the
sputtering night
slowly
inevitably
quenching brilliance
in light.
A moth
flitting closer to
its aim
spellbound
captivated
drawn completely to
ravenous flame.
A shadow
fleeting across a
cosmic stage
swift
unnoticed
an angry footprint
on a dusty age.
A ship
cleaving through
waters
that part then
close
leaving a sea
trackless and perfect.
Thus
To seek and search
and never to find
to tug and strain
and never to gain
the peak.
A dank damp dream of demi-deity

LIFE
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A Trilogy
A. B. PETER
Thesis
When i watch the beautiful snow
strangle and frost in death
each blade of grass,
Then i know the grass better
than when it was alive.
Antithesis
There fell a spear of silence,
maybe a shadow threw
death unwittingly on a kiss
and undelivered on waiting lips;
the slow spreading snarl
in a rope net i saw a big hunt
the yellow cat alone walk
up and down his victim's throat;
but he was the hunter?
the savage eyes pierced by silence
like an altar.
Synthesis
Low flying delicate winged
sparrows that duck innumerable
and stumpy shotgun pellets
usually
don't make it;
(dodge the growling lead
near the ground where
there are no clouds
but for an occasional mist)
and hiss the dust,
vie with the worms for the earth,
cry trembling bird tears
for death , and life, and birth
(th eir souls in a heaven
filled with grain and dew,
their bodies small red drops
drunk thirstily
by a cannibal mother)
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Antigone: A Review
JUDITH A. RUNDEL
When we discuss the classical drama of the ancient Greeks, the
argument often turns on the point of universality. Our reaction is frequently a "Yes, but ... "The stumbling block to us is the fact that many,
even most, of these plays deal with situations and problems which were
of great concern to the ancient Greeks, but of seemingly little significance to us. Even the characters seem out of harmony: they are frequently people of extremes in both action and feeling, people of real
and pure passions who have little in common with the middle-of-theroad characters, average to the point of being mediocre, with which
much of our modern drama is so thickly populated.
If the question of the universality of the Greek drama were to remain a subject of academic discus ion, it would perhaps never be solved
to our satisfaction. But what could perh aps be considered one very satisfactory answer is ava ilable to us, ready-made, in the form of a twentieth-century play, Antigone by the French playwright Jean Anouilh.
Sophocle wrote the tragedy of Antigone for the ancient Greeks;
Anouilh wrote the tragedy of Antigone for us moderns. Twenty-four
hundred year eparate the two plays, and the world of Anouilh , in externals, is much different from the world of Sophocles. And yet the
two world are the same, for beneath the externals lie the universal
truths, the internal verities which persist through every age of man.
Anouilh's story i exactly the same as that of Sophocles: the story
of a young girl, Antigone, daughter of Oedipus, who opposes the edict
of her tyrant uncle, Creon, and attempts to give burial to her brother,
Polynices, with full knowledge that her action will bring upon her the
sure penalty of death. For Antigone, death with truth is preferable to
life without it.
Anouilh keeps the same story core; only his externals change. He
says the same thing that Sophocles did, but says it in a different way;
the language and the appearance of the characters make them believable and readily acceptable for a modern audience-an Antigone in
slacks and sweater, a Creon in a business suit who satisfy the aesthetic
side of his nature by collecting manuscripts and art objects, police guards
who drink beer, chew tobacco, and play cards. Anouilh's characters
drink coffee, drive cars, go to night clubs, and smoke cigarettes. But
beneath the surface, the characters are the same people that they were
for Sophocles: Creon is still a tyrant enmeshed in the corruption of power politics; Antigone is still a martyr for the cause of the right and just
in her refusal to accept compromi e, equivocation, and half-truths. And,
as is usually the fate of those who are "on the side of the gods against
the tyrant, of man against the State, of purity against corruption," she
stands alone against the world.
Anouilh, like Sophocles, uses a Chorus in the play. But it is one
man, instead of the twelve or fifteen man group used in the Greek
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theatre. Anouilh's Chorus has two functions; one is to fill the audience
in on the background of the story and the characters, a function which
was unnecessary in the Greek theatre since the information was a matter of common knowledge for the Greeks. In this way he acts as an intermediary between the characters and the audience. His second function
is to pass comment on the action of the play. In this he acts as intermediary between the playwright and the audience. He is the bearer of information. How does he know certain things? In his own words, "I
know them because it is my business to know them. That' what the
Greek chorus is for." In carrying out both of these functions, he carefully establishes the fact that what is happening is a play, a theatrical
event, and that the people on the stage are acting out a story. If this
were not so, he would have no freedom to comment on the stage action.
Despite the insistence that it is exactly the same story, there is
temptation to say that Anouilh rewrote Sophocles. T hat may, in fact,
be an accurate description. But the rewriting did not involve a change
in essentials. There is certainly no question of Anouilh's trying to improve on Sophocles; but it cannot be denied that in updating the externals of speech and manners he has given us a play which belongs to
him as an a uthor and to no other. At the same time he has re-emphasized the validity of the universal truths about man and exi tence inherent in the Sophoclean tragedy.
Why do it? Why rewrite Sophocles? Lewis Galantiere, who adapted
the play for its Broadway production, answers: "each age is entitled to
its own Antigone." But if each age is entitled to it own Antigone, there
are certain periods in history which have needed her much more strongly than others. Anouilh's Antigone was in fact written for a time and
place of great need : France in 1943 under the stre s of the Nazi Occupation. The play's protest against tyranny in general masks a protest against
one particular instance of tyranny.
Anouilh's play reaffirms the universal significance of the story of
Antigone. There have been Antigones and Creons in the years past, and
there will be others in years to come. The last speech of the chorus gives
us Anouilh's final comment:
All those who were meant to die, have died; those who believed one thing,
those who believed the contrary thing, and even those who believed nothing at all,
yet were caught up in the web without knowing why. All dead: useless, rotting. Creon
was the most rational, the most persuasive of tyrants, he refused to distinguish between
the things that are Caesar's and the things that are God's. ow and again-in the
three thousa nd years since the first Antigone-other Antigones have arisen like a
clarion call to remind men of this distinction. Their. cause i always the same-a
passionate belief that moral law exists, and a passionate regard for the sanctity of
human dignity.
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Arion
THOMAS GIA FAGNA
I, Arion, king of Corinth, poet, man
So like the Maid of Cumae, have borne these many years;
I, Arion, do leave these realms to other men,
For sorrows of past time my wrinkled being sears.
I bear the crown of Corinth; I bear her tyrannies;
But most of all I bear within my heart her fatal schemes.
I leave the throne of Corinth; relinquish all her throes;
But least can I force from my soul her still-born dreams.
0 Periander, noble lord, poet, philosopher!
My troubled heart aches for your word;
My mind burns for your care,
As when in sweetest youth, your voice was heard.
The mists of time, of forty years, roll back.
I see you, Periander, youthful Grecian king.
I see you in your dreams again , and high-flown hopes.
I hear your well-born voice both roar and ring.
You spoke of Greece, the nesting eagle,
Proud, bold, quick, jar-nesting bird
Whose strength was as the rising sun,
Whose call throughout the air was heard,
Whose place was all the Sea .
And, when the trident god shook violently the Sea
And strode the waters with his finny horde,
You stood within his shrine upon the winding cliff
And swore your trust by Corinth's ancient lord.
You sent me, poet-minister, to Greeks jar spread.
From mainland unto Italy, and all the overseas domain,
All Asia, Greece, the Islands, and the West.
To every Grecian site where Greeks did reign.
I bore your message faithfully. I sang. I spoke.
And every Grecian listened with his heart.
Your plan was laid before the aged councils,
Decided, judged before Greek hearth .
Tarentan Greeks
Sicilians matched
Cycladen Greeks
United in a plan

by barbic men of Rome beset,
by Punic arms and overthrow,
alarmed by Persia's lofty spears,
to all Greeks from barbic joe.

0 Periander, all in vain-/ gave you death.
You bared your heart to save our race;
You, lord of Corinth, offered sacred trust,
To give, and in return were pledged disgrace.
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With a Spartan crew I carried home in trust Greek hope,
And on a Spartan ship I carried home Greek gold.
Yet, one man alone, I could not cope
With those whose hearts to greed were sold.
Ill-begotten Sparta, borne to take the stars,
Your heart crushed dry between crude jealousies,
You sought both gold and power's place,
To rule across the Sea.
Screaming, running, made bold by greed, the crew advanced,
Frenzied in their cold, mad aim: to pick a grave for me.
To left and right the coward guards gave way
And I, a poet, saw my death, their victory.
Doomed, I leapt into the waves, to seek the shore.
0 Periander, all invain-I gave you death.
I swam across th e flowing waves, but still in vain.
Far from shore, I drew last breath.
But Poseiden, the trident god, did send swift aid.
His dolphins gave, more faithfully, transport.
I, Arion, rode the fish, foam-swept across the Sea
Until I came to Corinth's port.
0 Gods, again be kind; give not th e Spartans victory!
A sight I was, a soaked and sea-weed covered man.
Across the beach into the royal hall
I ran, to see the bloody deed.
I saw the daggers fall.
The mists of time, no comfort to an older man,
Are clouds of blackened sorrow creped in death.
No time to any man can be more sad
Than when a friend lies cold, devoid of breath.
Although the Spartan thieves left not the hall,
Although great Sparta ne'er her profits reaped,
Although all He/las revenged the deed,
Arion the poet weeped.
D ear Periander, strong and fresh of soul,
E'en death cured not your Grecian pride.
You would not lea ve before you spoke.
You called me to your side.
"0 Arion, I am dying. A Greece united I cannot see.
But you who are my kin of spirit, not of flesh,
So like my fath ers, comfort Greece afresh!
These warriors, I join, unafraid, calm .
For you now bear my care."
Bleeding rapidly and breathing then your last,
You held to me the ring of kingship, sighed:
"Be king, Arion. Be worthy and be king."
And then upon grief's wrack you died.

Golden clouds that gyred about the sky upon your birth
Became the bloodied birds of vengeance, Death.
Ares, drunk with brother's dying blood, did stalk the lands.
He took as life your dying breath.
I, Arion, last king of Corinth, poet, man,
R enounce my ancient right unto this chair.
I now by this can leave the throne,
And yet still chained so cruelly by a given care,
Which, unfulfilled, tears my soul.

Silence
PATRICIA HOLLY
Silently
You sit and see
(With eyes of golden glass)
Wind and weeds
Flowerseeds,
And butterflies that pass,
Oh my fat
Yellow cat
In the waving grass.
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The Love Poems of
Thomas Campion
SANDRA NOVAK
Thomas Campion, "the first of the amorists of the Jacobean period, "1 wrote lyrics expressing love of God, love of quiet life, and love
of ladies. In his three earliest song books, A Booke of Ayres, Divine and
Morall Songs, and Light Conceits of Lovers, be is careful to juxtapose
frivolous, and even erotic, poems with poems of gravity and spiritual
depth. 2
Campion's love motifs are many, but his mood is one. "He takes
love as a theme rather than is burned by it .. . . He sings of lovemaking
rather than of love . . . . His poetry . . . is the poetry of flirtation." 3
Sometimes the lovemaking is blatant and sensual; at other times it is delicate and subtle. Almost always the motifs of lovemaking appear with
skill and grace.
A favorite theme is the transitoriness of love. Love is fleeting either
because life is short or because one, or both, of the lovers is inconstant.
For "My Sweetest Lesbia," the first song in A Booke of Ayres, Campion
is indebted to both Catallus and Propertius. The speaker urges:
My sweetest Lesb ia let us live and love,
And though the sager sor t our deeds reprove,
Let us not way them: ( 11.1 -3)

Like Catullus' speaker, Campion urges Lesbia to love because life is
soon ended forever: ·•
But soo nc as once set is our little light,
Then must we sleepe one ever-during night. ( 11.5-6)

The speaker continues to urge Lesbia in terms borrowed from Propertius. 5 He pictures himself as a soldier in the "campe of love" and imagines his death. He does not want his hearse "vext with mourning friends,"
but graced with "all lovers rich in triumph." Lesbia must "close up" his
"little light" and "crowne with love" his "ever-during night."
Three other poems in A Booke of Ayres hold carpe diem as their
major theme. In "Though you are young" the speaker reminds his love:
Know buds are soonest nipt with frost,
Think that thy fortune still doth erie,
Thou foole, to-morrow thou must die. ( 11. 10-12)

"Kind in unkindness" presents the speaker using the same argument,
couched in gentler terms:
Kind in unkindness, when will you relent
And cease with faint love true love to torment? (II. 1-2)
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If the lady waits too long, she will return, barren to earth:
0 let not beautie so forget her birth,
That it should fruitless horne returne to earth.
Love is the fruite of beautie, then love one;
Not youre sweete sclfc, for such selfe love is none. ( 11. 9- 12)

In "What then i love but mourning?" time and the lady's self-love are
again the lover's enemies. As in "Kind in unkindness," the speaker appeals to the lady's vanity to remind her that even her great beauty and
her youth will not last:
Beautie is but a blooming,
Youth in his glorie entombing;
Time hath a while, which none ca n stay : (I I. 6-8)

The importuning lover reminds his beloved that time and her reluctance
can rob them of their bliss.
The two carpe diem poems of Light Conceits of Lovers present
lovers more immedi ate in their demands. In "Sweet, exclude me not"
the speaker demands th at hi love "barre not the dore" from him "that
ere long must bed thee. " Apparently the two are betrothed, for he reminds her, "All thy maiden doubts Law hath decided." There would be
precedent for her permitting him to make love to her before their wedding, for
Tenants, to fulfill their Land-lord's pleasure,
Pay their rent before the quarter: (II. 7-8)

Just as urgent in his demands is the speaker of "Come away, arm'd
love delights." He reminds his mistress that the "promis'd houre is
nye spent,! And pleasure being too much deferr'd looseth her best
tent." Love must be seized on the moment, while youth, beauty,
desire remain.

with
welconand

Offering the feminine view of carpe diem, on the other hand, are
two types of women speakers-those who gave in and those who did
not. Neither type won. In A Booke of Ayres the speaker of "My love
hath vow'd" laments:
My love hath vowd hee will forsake mee,
And I am alreadie sped.
Far other promise he did make me
When he had my maidenhead. (I I. 1-4)

Pathetically she resolves, "I will go no more a-maying." Though their
situation is not nearly so tragic as that of the girl who gave in, the girls
who refuse speak with bitterness and frustration. "Pin'd I am and like to
die" portrays a girl "like to die" all "for the lack of that which l! Doe
ev'ry day refuse." She is troubled by erotic dreams:
In m y bed, when I should rest,
It breeds such trouble in m y brest
T hat scarce mine eyes will close;
If I slecpe it seems to be
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Oft playing in the bed with mc,
But, wak't, away it goes. (11. 9- 14)

She is certain that the "harmless spright" who troubles her dreams "by
day . . .I Is ready to appeare." She determines to wait and "trie what it
will doe." The speaker of "Pin'd I am and like to die" till has her
chance; she is still being wooed. But not so the unfortunate of "So many
loves have I neglected." Ignored now, she regrets that she was "strange"
but "for fash ion." She envies men who may "discourse their passion,!
While women are confined to silence." She wonders:
Should I then wooe, that have been wooed,
Seeking them that fl)•e mee' ( 11. 9- 10)

When men plead for love because of fleeting ti me, both the acquiescent
and the reluctant girl come in second best.
Two poems, one in A Booke of Ayres and Light Conceits, deal with
girls who have acquiesced by means of a trick which permi ts them to
save face, if not virtue. The feigned-sleep motif appears in "It fell on a
sommers day" and in "Sweet, exclude me not." "It fell on a sommers
day" presents "sweete Bessie" sleeping " in her bowre, on her bed."
"Iamy" enters. Bessie spies him, but "She lay sl umbering as before." He
makes love to her as she stubbornly remains in her feigned trance.
T ho ugh she is "Deceiv'd in her own deceit," she is deceived "gladly."
Campion's tongue-in-cheek ending is more reminiscent of early Ogden
N ash than early Jacobean:
And since this trance begoon,
She sleeps ev'rie afternoone. ( 11. 23-24)

The speaker of "Sweet, excl ude me not" suggests the same ruse to his
betrothed:
Women are most apt to be surprised
Sleeping, or sleep wisely fayoing.
Then grace me yet a little more:
H ere's the way, barre not the doore. ( 11. 15-18)

Apparently, the feigned-sleep trick could provide a convenient excuse for
the erring J acobean woman confronted by indignant spouse or irate
father.
Campion introduces the pastoral motif in A Booke of A y res with
"I care not for these ladies," a poem extolling "kind Amarillis/ The
wanton countrey maide." Amarillis does not bother with tricks. She
gives her lover "fruit and flowers," is satisfied with "a Bower of willowes,l Of mosse and leaves uobought," and "never will say no." In
"The peaceful westeroe winde," twelfth in Ligh t Conceits, Campion uses
toe pastoral motif to present a speaker wooing a lady who, unlike Amarillis, is saying no. The lover calls the lady's attention to "the forward
buds," in morning, smiling "On her bright easterne hill," and to the
"musicke-loving birds" coming "To see the trees and briers blome." Everything in nature gratifies the spring; only the lady fails because she
leaves her lover discontent. H e asks,
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Why suffers my content?
Am I the worst of men? (11. 25 -26)

He warns her:
0, beautie, be not thou accus 'd
Too justly in this case:
Unkindly if true love be us'd,
'Twill yeeld thee little grace. (11. 29-32)

The lover can use the beauties of the rustic scene to persuade ladies less
eager than Amarillis.
Campion's speakers use other persuasive devices, these comprising
the remaining dominant motifs of his love poetry. The devices are music,
praise of the lady's eyes and lips, refences to classical mythology and
fairy lore, and pleas of unquenchable desire.
A Booke of Ayres offers three examples of songs built around the
music motif. In "Wh en to her lute Corinna sings" the lovely woman
plays on her lover's emotions as she does on her Jute. "Follow your
Saint," pictures the lover sending his "sad noates" to fall at his beloved's
"flying feete." All his songs are in her praise; his notes "pursue her
scornfull flight," and be is satisfied because " they were breath'd and
dyed for her delight." The speaker of "And would you faine the reason
know" pleads with a lute that is silent:
Do not demand why I am mute:
Loves silence doth all speech confute.
They set the noa t, then tunc the Lute ;
Hart frame their thoughts, then toongs their suit. (I I. 9-12)

Music inspires love and is used as a device in wooing.
Another device is praise of the lady's beauties. Two songs in A
Booke of Ayres are based entirely on praise of the eyes. " Mistress, since
you so much desire" presents a speaker telling his love that "Cupids
sacred fire" lies not in her breast, in her lips, nor in her cheeks "where
the rose and lillies meete," but in her " tarrie pearcing eyes." In "When
Laura smiles" the speaker declares that "Love hath no fire but what be
steales from her bright eyes."
The lips, and kisses, are motifs even more favored by Campion
than are the eyes. "Throe backe, you wanton flyer" revolves about the
theme of kissing. The two lovers sow and reap kisses, each "straight to
be receiver/ Of th at which thou art giver." In "Thou art not faire for all
thy red and white" the lover declares that his mistress' "beauty is no
beauty" without embraces and kisses sown and reaped. The speaker
begs his love, "Kiss then, my harvest Queene,/ Full garners heaping."
Campion again de v e 1o p s the sowing-and-reaping-of-kisses motif in
'·Come, ye pretty false-ey'd wanton":
Sooner may you count the starrcs.
And number hayle downc pouring,
Tell the Osiers of the Temmcs,
Or Goodwins Sands devouring,
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Then the thicke-showr'd kisses here
Which now thy tyred lips mu st beare.
Such a harvest never wa s,
So rich a nd full of plea sure,
But 'tis spent as soone as reapt,
So trustl csse is loves u easure. (I L 11 -20)

These and other songs prove that the kiss motif was extremely popular
with the singers of Campion's airs.
Campion's speakers consider their ladies fit comparisons for the
beauties of classical mythology. In "When thou must home to hades
under ground" the lover pictures his mistress being admired by "white
lope" and "blithe Hellen." A suitor asks whimsically if he hould swim
or fly to his mistress in "Shall I come, if I swim?" Venus, he is sure
will appease the waves; and Cupid will give him wings. His Jove is as
fair as Hero, who welcomed Leander when he came to her across "a
greater streame."
To classical mythology Campion joins English fairy lore. In "Harke,
al you ladies that do sleep" he sends "the fairy queen Proserpina" to the
aid of lovers. He mock warns the ladies who Jet their lovers moan that
Prosperpina
W ill send abroad her Fa iries ev'ry one,
That shall pi nch bl acke and blew
Your white hand s a nd faire arm cs . (II. 10-1 2)

On the other hand, she will reward those who "hold watch with love":
T he Fairie Quee n Proserpina
Will make you fairer than Diones dove;
Roses red, Lillics white,
And the cl ca re damaske hue,
Sh all on your cheekes alight:
Love will adorne you. ( 1L 22-28)

Proserpina insists that ladies satisfy the desires of their lover .
And desire is, of course, the unrivalled favorite among the motifs of Campion's love songs. In "Faire, if you expect admiring" the
lover commends his desires to the Fates, Stars, Time, Hope, and Pity.
Examination of the first Jines of several songs indicates the prominence
of the desire motif. In A Booke of Ayres Campion has included the following: "Your faire Jookes enflame my desire," "If I urge my kinde desires," and " If I hope, I pine; if I feare, I faint and die. " Light Conceits boasts "There is none, 0 none but you," and "Where shall I refuge
seeke, if you refuse me?" Desire is the motive force behind all Campion 's
love poems, but his is desire set to music and transformed in the imagination. "His are the compliments, not the confessions, of a lover." 6
Because Campion was writing lyrics for popular songs, he had to
subdue emotion, to stylize it through the motif, and to reduce it to simplicity. His religious and secular themes are classical, rather th an metaphysicaL He is definitely, however, a writer of the baroque age: his religious lyrics no more than hint of introspection and struggle, but his
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love lyrics often unmask the blatant pa sion posing behind outward conventional delicacy. Campion's audience and his obligations to his airs'
melodies precluded a great degree of complexity and intensity. His use of
popular motifs did permit a simplicity that was yet highly connotative to
his audience. Campion's love motifs remains graceful even when they are
most earthy.
1 Alfred H. Garstang, Poetry of Thomas Campion," Fortnightly Rt:vit:w, LXXX
(December, 1903), 974.
2 A Book~: of Ayres, published in 160 I, contains two parts with twenty-one
songs in each. Divint: and Moral/ Songs and Light Conaits of Lovers, each composed
of twenty-one songs, were published together in 1613 under the title Two Book~: of
Ayres. The First Contayning Divine and Moral/ Songs, The Second, Light Conceits of
Lovers. The title page> of both works arc reproduced in Thomas Campion, Campion's
Works, Percival Vivian , cd, (Oxford, 1909), facing p. lxvi and p. 110.
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'Wilbur L. Schramm, "Campion, H orace, and Catullus," Philological Quarterl)•,
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Disillusioned
STEVEN J. LAUTERMILCH
Tinsel.
Sparkling.
Flick ering.
Scintillating.
I grabbed.
A thin,
cheap,
imitation.
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The Man Who Kept Things
MICHAEL J. PERRI
The old man crept silently to the back of the shop. He turned
suddenly to the door, thinking that he might have left it open. Mumbling
to himself that he must be more careful, be shuffled his way back
toward the dirty store front. After he checked the latch and found
that all was locked for the night, he peered through the dirty crusted
windows and looked up and down the street. He smiled ilently to himself, pulled down the shade, and proceeded to the back of the store
once again.
The old man's shop was a study in filth. The great ceiling sagged
and seemed to sigh and shift with each step he took. The tired old walls
which lumped down to meet the worn floor were cracked and so yellowed with age that it seemed at any minute they must burst and deposit debris all about the place. As the old man ambled to the rear of
his shop an occasional cockroach would be crunched beneath his tattered
slippers and he would grin as he felt the vermin against his thin soles.
There were so many of them that it gave him pleasure to kill, even if
inadvertently so, an occasional roach.
Everywhere there was merchandise. Hanging here and there were
great cords which looped down to eye level. All about the cords were
fastened goods of every description; a battered coronet, a suit of clothes,
an umbrella. The merchandise swayed lazily when someone entered
the store, or when an anxious customer pounded the counter in front
of the tarnished cashier's cage. However, the cords could scarcely
move without colliding or careening into a nearby shelf which was
similarly loaded with goods. The dim light which drooped from the
tired ceiling revealed only portions of the old man's largesse. There
were no aisles, only mounds of clothes, piles of used appliances, row
upon row of musical instruments, heaps of phonograph records, and
even a stack of used tires. And everywhere there was dirt; in the corners
it turned to a sticky grime which, when nurtured by hot days slithered
up and along the already grimy walls. The dust which covered the old
man's stock lay thick and undisturbed, like a moldy blanket.
All of this the old man silently surveyed as he made his way to the
rear of the place, his practiced eye darting over every single bit of
inventory. Silently the huge assimilation of transactions rumbled across
his old, but nimble brain; each item called to mind its own personal
history; each item struck a nerve in his mind as his carefully appraising
eyes stopped momentarily here and there.
Mr. Comfort had been a pawn broker all his life, and this was always the most rewarding part of each day. To stand back and observe,
to calculate, to count, to savor each past transaction again and againthis was to Mr. Comfort indeed a pleasure which be counted dearly.
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Here, in his shop, were possessions which could not be priced or
apraised; here were discarded memories which had once belonged to
someone else, and now they were all his. That battered, old coronet had
once belonged to a scrawny neighborhood boy who was now a famous
orchestra leader; in a dusty corner stood a manaquin clothed in a tuxedo
which a desperate bridegroom had pawned in a moment of desperation;
behind the cashier's cage stood row upon row of jewelry which was of
worth only to the original owners, but which had for one reason or
another been reluctantly surrendered, never to be returned. Everywhere
in the shop stood, hung, or sat a fragment of someone's life. The whirl
of faded colors, the maze of disconnected shapes and sizes of merchandise, the musky odor of things kept too long in one place, all combined
to manufacture a sort of sensory concerto. Each piece contributed a
sight, an odor, a sensation which conjured up a performance to delight the old man almost to tears. It wasn't audible or visible, but it was
there; it neither started nor stopped, rather it merely enveloped every
cranny of the shop with a tacit omnipresence. It was a symphony of
silence.
Suddenly, as if snapping out of a trance, the old man snorted, made
a rumbling noise in his throat and coughed up a sizable wad of phlegm
which he promptly deposited across the face of the rumpled spitoon
which leaned brokenly against a counter. "Damn," the old man snorted
as the wad plattered against the lip of the spitoon, "missed again."
The old man had finished his nightly inventory of his cache, and
now it was time to retire. In the dull glow of the naked light bulb Mr.
Comfort made his way to the small room at the rear of the shop. This
single room, merely an alcove adjoining the rear entrance, was distinguished from the shop proper only by the presence of a brokendown
cot, a huge overstuffed chair which was bursting at every seam, and a
small pantry crammed with foodstuffs. Aside from these few domestic
nece ities, the familiar pattern of haphazardly arranged merchandise
continued out from the front of the shop and ended at the foot of Mr.
Comfort's cot. Here, in his living quarters, was found the majority of
the clothing; tired, gray fedoras and pin striped suits nestled comfortably alongside brash print dresses and bundles of high heeled shoes,
walking ticks, stacks of neckties, shirts, belts, and even a few pairs of
spats. ot a single bar of light from without was allowed to pass thru
the windows or skylight, so tightly packed were the rows and bundles
of clothing and accessories. There was barely a path from which the
old man could hurriedly exit to the front of the shop when a tinny bell
sounded the entrance of a customer. But that made little difference anyway since there had been no customers in nearly two weeks. They
seemed to come less frequently these days the old man thought to himelf as he wrestled out of his grimy smock and threw it on the stuffed
chair. But, no matter, he thought, I can still get by without them. He
snapped on the ancient hot place and the sooty coils labored noisily for
a while before glowing a pale orange. As the hot plate whirred in the
background, setting the pan which squatted above the coils vibrating,
Mr. Comfort slumped to the chair and removed his slippers. He tenderly
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caressed hi aching feet and sighed aloud as he massaged the stiffness
from them.
Mr. Comfort was repeating a nightly ritual which he had begun
nearly twenty years ago when his wife died and he moved from the
apartment to the rear of the shop. Every night before he retired he
would massage hi feet before having a cup of tea. Perhaps Mrs. Comfort
would have objected to his doing the former before the latter, but Mr.
Comfort had long since become oblivious to proper etiquette or even
cursory sanitary conventions ever since the departure of dear Mrs. C.
As a matter of fact, since the death of his wife, Mr. Comfort had
changed in many respects. At least when Mrs. C. was alive there were
more customers, but maybe that was because in those days people
could reasonably expect to get their possessions out of hock sooner or
later. Since her untimely demise things had been quite different. Funny,
Mr. Comfort thought to himself, that he should think of Mildred right
now-right while he was massaging his feet. She would have a fit if she
could see me now, he chided himself. She was always having fits, he
thought. Every time I tried to salt away a good piece of merchandise,
she would find out and put it back on the rack. "Give them a chance to
buy it back, Lloyd," she would screech. Mr. Comfort's fingers tightened
on his feet as he recalled the countless times she had admonished himoften in front of customers. But she wouldn't trouble him anymore. No,
not any more, he thought.
Mr. Comfort finished his tea hurriedly, for he found that his
thoughts of Mrs. C. were beginning to bring with them other memories
which were equally distasteful to him. And so he gulped his tea, threw
off the rest of his clothes and tumbled into bed, anxious to Jet sleep
blot out the rapidly multiplying memories of the past. However, sleep
was in no hurry to relieve Mr. Comfort, and he tossed his great bulk
(back and forth on the rickety cot in an effort to roust the memories
from his mind. But the harder he tried to bribe sleep, the more it eluded
him and taunted him with whisperings which rang in his ears-whisperings of his wife and people who had come to his shop in need of money.
He had had thoughts like these before, but they were fleeting and transient, never vivid like these. He could see his wife, her finger pointing at
him and telling him that he was entirely too selfish with the merchan,dise. She would say that it was not his; it was merely on loan and he
could make a profit in the reselling. She would tell him that people who
wanted first chance to buy back their possessions should be accommodated. She was always lecturing, whining, nagging, until he could no
longer endure it. But that was ages ago, he thought. She has been dead
for twenty years. Twenty years .. . the sound of the words comforted
him. For twenty years he bad accumulated the things which were piled
around him; for twenty years he had saved, stacked, hung and hoarded
other people's possessions; for twenty years the people would come back
to redeem their goods, and for twenty years be had refused to sell anything back; for twenty years the people in the neighborhood had despised him, inciting their children to splatter his windows with eggs at
Halloween; for twenty years the customers had dwindled, the old mao's
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reputation spreading like a cancer throughout the area. Now only an
occasional drifter wou ld come through. Why shouldn't I keep the stuff,
the old man thought; I buy it, I keep it. He said it aloud now ov~ and
over, "I buy it, I keep it."
But the words did no good, more faces flashed before his eyes,
more pleas from people anxious to have something dear returned to
them rang in his ears . He remembered a father bargaining for his son's
bike, a sailor begging to get his wedding ring out of hock. He remembered the insults, threats from neighborin g merchant to run him out of
the block, curses wished on him from a hundred different old ladies
who renewed them to his face each time he passed them on the street.
But it was till all his. All of it was his and no one could take it from
him. He had even suffered beatings at the hands of outraged men who
could not rea on with the old man no matter how hard they tried.
The old man swore softly at all of them , even his wife, and sat up
to hawk a wad of phlegm into the corner. As he rose to his elbows and
leaned over the cot he stopped and sn iffed the dank air. Smoke! It was
smoke. He was positive. With a great heave he threw off the covers and
swung out of the cot . A he did o there was a low rumbl e and sudden ly
the bundle of su its above the hot plate mushroomed into a flamin g
orange knot. Immediately the old man streaked for the door which
opened onto the tiny bedroom and jerking the door open he began
filling the water gla s. The only other utensil he used was the large all purpose pot wh ich was now in the midst of the inferno . T he giant
flame were now licking at his cot and leaping onto tbe inviti ng split
seams of the tattered chair. Slowly th e old man backed out of the alcove.
'stunned at the sight of the rapidl y spread in g fire as it gobbled up the
ent ire rear room. " o!", he shouted at the top of his lun gs, " no it's mine.
Stop, it' mine. Yo u can't have it! "
By now the fire was raging outward toward the old man, out into
the front of the shop. He could have run out to the alarm box on the
corner but he would not leave his shop. Screaming like a mani ac, he
retreated a tep at a time, picking up a piece of chin a, a camera, out of
the path of the fire. T hick clouds of smoke were pierced by sudden bolts
of yellow- blue fl ames as they shot across the ceiling, and around the
dangling cords of merchandise. The old m an picked up a baseball bat
from a clump of sporting goods and began swinging wildly at the cords,
sending them plummetin g to the floor, their impact sending new geysers
of flame all the way to the door. The ceiling, now stripped of its wares,
began to wheeze and crack, only flaming cords rem ained where a
garden of miscell aneous goods had once sprouted. Now the entire shop
was aflame, thick black curtains of smoke filled the room. The old
man, standing dazed amid the wreckage of his shop stared blankly from
wall to bulging wall, the once flailing ball bat dangling helplessly at his
side. There was a long, low groan and then a creak. Mr. Comfort craned
his neck in time to see a huge portion of the ceiling give way and come
roaring at him. The scorched plaster lumbered down on the old man
who was looking up to greet it, and dashed him to the floor. As the old
one Jay there, the old bones in his legs and chest crushed to the marrow,
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could faintly hear the tinkle of glass, then people screaming. Dimly
thought he could hear help arriving. With every fiber of his strength
raised his eyes to see people crashing his windows and scooping up
that the fire had not yet reached.

"No!" he yelled. "In here, I'm here." But the yell was merely a
whisper and the roar of the fire coupled with the shouts of those out ide
produced a symphony of fury which seemed to echo in the old man's
ears: "I buy it, I keep it."

Immolation
PAN THEOPHYLACTOS
Beauty flames
from the face
of the dying year,
from amber leaves
spinning in shafts
of pallid sun.
Autumn consuming
ever reminding,
chants to the scythe
of wind, reaping death
a dirge for vain self love.
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The Catcher in the Rye:
A Social Criticism
STANLEY OSENAR
"Read Catcher in the Rye, you'll get a big kick out of it," a friend
once told me. Possibly there is humor in Holden's immaturity, but with
every laugh we realize more and more that we are actually laughing at
ourselves and our society. The Catcher in the Rye is basically a work of
social criticism. Salinger's attack is two-fold, first on human nature and
all its foibles, and secondly aga inst the state of modern life.
The shortcomings of human nature which Sal inger criticizes are the
same ones which have plagued humanity since the beginning of time.
He attacks egoti ts like Stradlater and Ackley. A great part of Salinger's
criticism is voiced directly through Holden. Holden himself admires
strength, whether phy ical or moral, but he is undeniably disgusted with
hi own weakness. In complete candor he ad mits that he is a "yellow
kid." He accuses people who talk of religion and actors who try to look
religious of having no more sincerity than "phonies."
The second and most important element of Salinger's criticism is
not so evident, but upon reflection becomes very forceful. Seldom does
Salinger openly voice hi dista te for modern family life, status seeking,
cliques, and the double standard of morality. But hi views come forth
strikingly clear by the impression he leaves with us.
The Caulfield family fulfills most of the prerequisites of a modern
lower-upper class family. The modern concept of such a family asks
that the father be a professional and a wealthy man. If the family resides in an apartment, they live in the equalitarian family zone. The
family is small, only two or three children with a wide age gap between
them. Parental discipline is often entrusted to institutions.
The Caulfields meet the norms sufficiently to qual ify for this class.
Mr. Caulfield is a corporation lawyer and quite wealthy by Holden's
own admission. They live in an apartment and maintain a summer residence in Maine. The parents are of a different religion and the children are atheists. Deteriorating child-parent relationship and indulgent
discipline are evident. The father worries about his son only after the
boy's academic performance proves unsatisfactory. When mother catche Phoebe smoking, her di cipline i quite permissive. Holden's only
bond of affection in the family is Phoebe because she alone understands
his dilemma. With a wisdom beyond her age she tells him outright that
his difficulty rests with his dissatisfaction with everything. Only because of her does he alter his plans for leaving New York.
This is the family image which Salinger attacks. He shows that
despite the affluence of the family, Holden refuses to "study so you can
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learn enough to buy a goddam Cadillac some day .... "As an equalitarian family, the Caufield's family life is centered about adult interests.
The parents are socially active; a bu iness trip will detain the father and
he will not be able to attend Phoebe's play. The parental role in education is entrusted to a number of institutions; when they fail, the problem is referred to a psychoanalyst.
Institutions, no matter how hard they try to simulate family life,
are no substitute. Such is the case with Holden. He has no particular
desire to return home; he is
a child driven from the home beca use of absence of pleasant experiences,
and thus ceases to be a function ing member of an integrated group. The important
el ement is th at this isolation from the family is likel y to increase his association
with delinquency. (Jess ie Bernard , America n Community Behavior)

Holden's actions are, without doubt, delinquent.
Status and status symbols are attacked in the book directly and indirectly. In a modern society an individual perceives that he has a certain position in his group and he therefore directs his behavior toward
maintaining it, defending it, or improving it. "There is continuous competition for limited funds, energy, time and attention." (Theodore ewcomb, Social Psychology).
Holden's attitudes are impregnated with judgment by status symbols. He observes that Edward Morrow's mother was "lousy with rocks."
The canoe in the museum was three Cadillacs long; the status of a lawyer demands that he " play golf and play bridge and buy cars and drink
Martinis and look like a hot-shot."
But Holden also attacks status symbols. He is disgusted with his
roommate who is ashamed of his luggage; he feels pity for a friend who
is ashamed of his parents' education . Possibly the biggest attack on status
and modern living is Holden's outright refusal to follow a conventional
future because it is so "phony."
Another disturbing element of modern society which Salin ger criticizes is the tendency to formalize informal social groups such as cliques.
Cliques are organized very informally, embodying only people of common interests. But when such informal groups become exclusive and
self-perpetuating, they tend to infringe upon a person's loyalty to his
primary groups.
Holden strikes against this tendency by observing the cliques in the
prep schools he has attended. He notes that
everyone sticks together in these little goddam cliques. The gurs that are on
the basketball team stick together, the Catholics stick together, the goddam intcllectuails stick together, the g uys that play bridge stick together. Even the guys that belong to
the goddam Book-of-the-Momh Club stick together.

In another reference Salinger observes that Catholics actually seek each
other out, but this opprobrium can be leveled to the society in general.
Salinger also criticizes the modern double standard of morality.
Sociologists agree that even among those who profess allegiance to the
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prescribed sex code, many may violate it frequently. The discrepancy
between the ideal and practice is apparent on all levels. Holden himself
admits this discrepancy: "I keep making up these sex rules for myself,
and then I break them right away." He was disgusted with Ackley who
felt that he must bare his personal life, even if embellished, to prove his
manliness and to become socially accepted.
Through Holden's morality we receive a further insight into the
modern moral enigma. He is seriously concerned about Stradlater's date
with Jane Gallagher because be knows Stradlater's reputation. He is
incensed and angered at the writing on the school wall and on the museum tomb because he does not want Phoebe to see it. To him Jane
Gallagher and Phoebe are untarnished symbols of youthful innocence
and purity. But on the other band he shows no particular uneasiness in
relating his own tales of manly prowess.
It is these ways of men-deteriorating family life, status seeking,
cliques, and the double standard of morality-that Holden is always
trying to avoid. He is always dreaming of going alone into the woods,
of running away to the West, of living somewhere where men will not
bother him. Even though he is idealistic in this desire, he still wants to
maintain the primary social patterns to a degree. He wants to marry a
beautiful girl, have children, and educate them. All he wants is a pace
of life that is unchangeable. That is the reason why he dislikes the museum. "The best thing, though," he says, "in that museum was that everything always stayed right where it was ."
Salinger uses two distinct techniques in bringing out the critical aspect of his writing. Either he voices it through Holden's words or he
makes the situation at hand appear so unreasonable that it becomes already satirical. As a spokesman for the modern generation Holden unfortunately speaks well, perhaps even better now than when the novel
was first published.
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Gilbert Revisited; or,
The Teacher's Lament
RICHARD THOMAS
Tell me the name of th e species, students
Endowed with a soul and a will
That lives in a house, marries a spouse
And barely can pay all its bills.
This creature's represented by members of three races
A fact at which it is frequently annoyed
And it attributes most of its life functions
To something or someone called Freud.
It inhales the smoke from burning leaves
U pan intoxicating spirits it's fashionable to thrive;
A mastery of masculine-feminine psychology
Is essential to staying socially alive.
The scarcity of places to park their conveyances
Has led many of these animals to feel
That the whole sorry thing was started
When someone of their fellows invented the wheel.
It destroys more quickly than it can build
Flies faster than it can think
In neglect it lets erode what it has tilled
When it might rise it often chooses to sink.
Temperance and austerity it labels 'Victorian'
Propriety and modesty it accuses of the same
And the soi disant aristocracy builds bigger natatoriums
While others learn a dance with a Brazilian name.
The ambitions of present-day parents have so far come
Under the influence of all the mass medias
That they solicitously pressure their daughters and sons
To acquire the knowledge of perambulating encyclopedias.
One fear that has many on the edges of their seats
Is the realization that their inventiveness has brought to their door
The prospect that their final significant feat
Might very well be a great cataclysmic war.
By this time the foregoing description
Will leave you students very little doubt
That the 'modern' life of homo sapiens
Is what I'm so perplexed about.
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Civilized nations are busying themselves with shooting the stars and
each other
While avant-garde poetry's becoming avanter
Can anyone please tell me what will happen to man
When he's run out of frontiers to conquer?
What started out so simply is now fearfully complex
Yet the most controversial topic
is the fundamental process of sex.
My dissertation's at an end,
You will probably forget me as the one having said it,
But where mankind has come in the past few millenia
isn't nearly so ludicrous as where it seems headed.
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